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ABSTRACT  

The dam-break connected flood hydrograph properties primarily depend on the breach 
geometry and the time for the breach to fully develop. Therefore, the prediction of dam’s 
breach geometry is essential in dam-break studies. To understand the impact of breach 
parameters on flood peak hydrograph, five of the most common breach prediction methods 
are implemented in the presented study to estimate the flood hydrographs using 2-
dimensional HEC-RAS model. The Ürkmez Dam is chosen as the case study due to the 
presence of a residential settlement located right at the dam downstream where undesirably 
any breach of the dam body can have inevitable and dramatical risks on downstream 
populations and properties. Various levels for reservoir storage are investigated in each 
method. To assess the impact of each breach parameter on the resulting flood hydrographs, 
sensitivity analysis is carried out. The peak discharge rates and the times to peak for each 
analyzed scenario are investigated and discussed. Results reveal that Froehlich approach is 
the most reasonable method for estimating dam-breach parameters as far as exemplified in 
the Ürkmez Dam case. Furthermore, sensitivity analysis points out that the parameter of the 
breach side slope has no major influence on the time to peak while having an insignificant 
impact on the peak discharge. Besides, the study exhibits that both the peak discharge and 
the time to peak characteristics are highly sensitive to breach time formation parameter. In 
the light of these targeted findings, the study is aimed to contribute to other relevant research 
in designating the set of key parameters in experimental or modeling efforts in a way to limit 
the uncertainty that substantially originates from personal judgment. 

Keywords: Dam-break, dam breach flows, sensitivity analysis, uncertainty, flood 
hydrograph, Ürkmez Dam.  
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1. INTRODUCTION 

Dams are hydraulic structures that regulate the flow of rivers. They primarily serve to collect 
and control the water stored in their reservoirs for several purposes (e.g., hydropower 
generation, water supply, irrigation, etc.). Even though dams afford great benefits to societies, 
they could cause catastrophic damages for lives, properties, and environment in cases of 
accidental events or other emergency conditions. Dam-break (widely also called dam-breach) 
is a term used when the water behind the dam is released accidentally. Dam-break takes place 
due to various reasons (e.g., structural defects, insufficient spillway capacity, seepage & 
piping, overtopping, earthquakes, etc.). 

When designing the dams, the failure probability is assigned to be very low during their 
operational life span. Dam critical design principles demand the dams to resist different kinds 
of loads, specifically dam body weight and storage water load in the upstream reservoir, with 
or without seismic load. The failure of a water retaining structure can be categorized with 
respect to the level of failure (e.g., partial or complete) or its duration (e.g., sudden or 
gradual). Sudden failure is associated with all types of dams: concrete dams, embankment or 
arch dams. When breaching is initiated; its development is faster for earth-fill dams than 
other types under the same conditions. Rock-fill and earth-fill dams - referred to as 
embankment dams, constitute the most significant portion of dams around the world. Thus, 
most events of dam-break are recorded for this category. Their failure, depending on the 
triggering factors, is mostly a gradual process rather than a sudden one. 

Different factors can initiate the failure of the earth-fill dam, e.g., piping, overtopping, 
seepage, or foundation defect. One of the most basic failure modes for embankment dams is 
the overtopping. Overtopping failure occurs when the inflows become higher than the design 
inflow [1], malfunctioning reasons, lack of spillway operation systems, inadequate capacity 
of spillways, or as a consequence of landslides into the reservoir. Any earth-fill dam would 
collapse if the spillway capacity were inadequate and flood wave elevates high enough to 
stream over the crest of the dam for a fair amount of time; the initial breach would then start. 
Once the initial breach mechanism begins, and the upstream storage water levels continue to 
be high, the breaching would persist in developing and any effort made to stop it would be 
ineffective [2]. Overtopping failure mode may not lead to structural collapse, but still presents 
a significant flood hazard. Similarly, the rapid release of upstream stored water to drop the 
water level to safe limits could conclude to not commendable consequences for downstream 
areas [3]. The penetration of the water through the interior body of the dam or its foundation 
may progressively weaken soil from the embankment or its foundation, leading to the failure 
of the dam. Here, piping failure mode can be defined as a failure caused by water seeping 
through the dam’s body, bearing with its small particles of dam material, continuously 
enlarging the gap [1].  

In the recent decade, several researchers extensively studied both the dam breaks and the 
flood-wave propagation in both one-dimensional and two-dimensional models. Li et al. [4] 
examined six reservoirs - located north of Italy, to evaluate the flood damages to the 
downstream regions. The HCH/DIGHE model was used to measure the hydrograph 
generated from a dam-break flood event in a way combined with MIKE11 (1D) model to 
simulate the flood-wave in the downstream riverbed. The study covered also, some issue 
connected to dam-breach, the impact of the dam-breach parameters, and calculation of the 
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hydraulic resistance factors. Two early studies by Bozkuş and Kasap [5] and by Bozkuş and 
Güner [6] employed numerical models for simulating dam break flood events. Based on the 
comparison of the findings of these studies and an experimental physical dam break model 
revealed that there is a substantial difference between the physical and numerical results 
implying that the time to peak discharge (Tp) is sensitive to the channel's bottom surface 
friction. Brufau et al. [7] modelled the flood wave propagation in both one and two 
dimensions using the shallow water flow equations for unsteady flow. Their model attempted 
to override the issue that arises when flow develops over dry beds of different slopes. Their 
model showed a satisfying performance in handling complex flow domains. Yanmaz and 
Beşer [8] investigated the safety of gravity dams by employing a probabilistic evaluation 
approach. A probabilistic strategy through random loading and resistance aspects were used 
for the safety analysis. One of the earliest two-dimensional models in the field of dam-breaks 
performed by Vásquez and Leal [9]. A finite element method was employed to discretize the 
computational domain by using a triangular mesh. Both dry (zero) and wet (non-zero) initial 
water depths were adopted as downstream boundary conditions to run the model. The model 
successfully simulated both the hydraulic jump that was produced from a wet downstream 
condition and the surge that was moving over an initially dry bed. Alcrudo and Mulet [10] 
studied the Tous Dam, which was experienced with a major dam-break event in 1982, to 
develop and validate a flood wave model. Due to the absence of a validated topography model 
of the area prior to dam-break occurring time, they run the flood propagation model on two 
different topography estimates to understand the uncertainties associated with the terrain 
variety. Palumbo et al. [11] simulated the dam-break flow by taking into consideration the 
turbulent stresses that may appear from the re-circulating flows in a limited extent. 
Macchione [12] developed a model to present the main aspects influencing both the 
formation of the hydrograph peak discharge and the breach development. He described the 
breach occurrence as a function of the shear stress generated by the flow. The geometry of 
the embankment, the shape of the breach and the planimetric shape of the reservoir had been 
taken into consideration. The result after the model calibration indicated a high accuracy of 
the physical layout for both overtopping and piping failure modes. In the following study by 
Macchione and Rino [13], sensitivity analysis was carried out to quantify the influence of the 
side slope parameter on the outputs. The sensitivity analysis showed that dam height, 
reservoir volume, and water mass in the reservoir are significant factors that influence the 
flood hydrograph. In a different effort that expands assessments through statistical analyses 
toward the estimation of expected breach parameters relationships, Froehlich [14] used the 
data compiled from 74 embankment dam failure cases and developed a set of empirical 
models for breach cases that form in the shape of a trapezoid. Based on the findings of the 
study, which also employed Monte Carlo simulation techniques to estimate the uncertainty 
degree of the predicted peak flows and water depths in the downstream, it was concluded that 
breach geometry has a non-vertical trapezoidal shape. Yochum et. al. [15], on the other hand, 
modelled an actual dam break event using the HEC-RAS model. Because the study adapted 
the actual breach geometry parameters, the obtained results have a good agreement with the 
depths collected as post-flood dataset. Ying et al. [16] developed a dam-break model based 
on the finite volume method using an unstructured triangular mesh. To simplify the 
computation and reduce the numerical imbalance between source and flux terms, the model 
considered the effects of pressure and gravity in the shallow water equations. The developed 
model displayed capacity to simulate dam-break connected flows which may take place over 
complicated terrains with different flow types (e.g., subcritical flows, supercritical flows, or 
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trans-critical flows). Singh et al. [17] developed a two-dimensional numerical model for 
simulation of dam-break flow propagation. Experiment with a frictionless horizontal bottom 
was established to validate the 2D model. The agreement observed between the simulation 
and the experimental results indicated that the model was suitable for simulating dam-break 
flows. Marco et al. [18] studied the failure of Gleno Dam - located in the Central Italian Alps, 
caused by structural deficiencies. The study attempts to set-up a dam-break model valid for 
a mountainous terrains. One-dimensional modelling of dam wave propagation with a first-
order finite volume numerical scheme was used to present the main results of the study. 
Bozkuş and Bağ [19] simulated a fictitious dam break that takes place under a set of pre-
defined conditions. Their analysis focused on the post-failure consequences and attempted to 
estimate the inundation depth with respect to time in the downstream valley. FLDWAV 
software was used to forecast the flood characteristic. Based on the outputs, a set of 
recommendations were suggested to the local administrators in charge of public safety. 
Honghai and Altinakar [20] integrated the GIS and remote sensing technologies to develop a 
decision support system for dam-break flood management formed on two-dimensional flood 
simulations. They used HEC-RAS & HEC-FDA to validate their system. The results indicate 
that the decision support system provides a reliable setting for estimating different flood 
damage. Mahdizadeh et al. [21] followed up on their previously introduced one-dimensional 
(1D) shallow-water model for simulating free-surface interaction with the flows issuing 
vertically through finite gaps. They enhanced the model by using a modified wave 
propagation algorithm (e.g., extends the shallow-water scheme to two dimensions) to 
understand the interaction between the free-surface flow and large underground pipe 
networks used for sewage and storm drainage. Navier-Stokes equations were employed to 
validate the algorithm. Bosa and Petti [22] applied a two-dimensional numerical model (e.g., 
2DH model) to understand the impacts of the overtopping flood wave in the Piave Valley - a 
region in Italy witnessed a catastrophic dam-break in 1900; about 1700 individual passed 
away in the valley region alone. They verified if the simplifications assumed by the two-
dimensional model properly simulated the growth of the wave. Tsakiris and Spiliotis [23] 
employed a semi-analytical approach to simulate the breach formation as well as to estimate 
the outflow hydrograph resulting from a hypothetical overtopping type dam break event. 
Assumptions of constant vertical erosion rate for the breach formation and a parabolic shape 
of the breach were accepted through the analysis. The study presented two sets of solution 
based on the capacity of the reservoir (e.g., prismatic or a power function of the water depth 
in the reservoir). Moramarco et al. [24] aimed to exemplify the collected reservoir levels data 
of the studied dam break event (i.e., partial sudden collapse of the spillway of the 
Montedoglio dam in December 2010) by using discharge hydrographs at several downstream 
river sites. The work employed a one-dimensional model to simulate the breach development 
and the flood wave propagation in the downstream valley. In this study, the breach 
development time was obtained by using an optimization method.  Several modeling studies 
were conducted to scrutinize the effect of densely populated areas subject to the propagation 
of dam break generated flood waves. For the models using coarse grid sizes, Chen et al., [25] 
employed two parameters, building coverage ratio (BCR) and conveyance reduction factor 
(CRF), to simulate flooding in an urban region by two-dimensional model. They found out 
that this enhanced the accuracy of the modeling and slightly increased the computational 
efficiency. In addition, Chen et al., [26] utilized a multi-layer approach to model dam break 
flood plain by taking into considerations two additional factors, elevation and roughness, 
over those of their previous study. The multilayer approach further increased the accuracy of 
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the model at grid cells around the buildings and marginally facilitated the computation. Bellos 
and Tsakiris [27] simulated a flood event in a built-up area using a fully dynamic numerical 
model (FLOW-R2D). They solved the two-dimensional Shallow Water Equations using the 
Finite Difference Method and the McCormack numerical system. The resistance caused by 
buildings (e.g., the reflection boundary, the local elevation rise, and the local increase of the 
Manning roughness coefficient) were employed to examine the performance of the model. 
The study concluded that the reflection boundary method proved to be the foremost 
successful building representation when applying FLOW-R2D model. Elçi et al., [28] 
investigated the impact of buildings and other obstacles defined through using two 
parameters, Area Reduction Factor (ARF) and Width Reduction Factor (WRF), on the 
propagation of the flood waves from dam break events in the examples of two separate dams 
by combining one-dimensional HEC-RAS and two-dimensional FLO-2D models. They 
assessed the associated impacts on flood velocity and depth by comparing three scenarios 
ranked with varying breach characteristics [29]. 

The literature mainly focused on the determination of flow characteristics at the break time, 
the collapse mechanism and flood-wave propagation, using both numerical idealized and 
experimental models. The presented research employs the case-study of Ürkmez Dam to 
examine failure consequences of any break event that may occur in the site under certain 
triggering conditions, counting on the significance of the populated downstream region 
which is greatly used for vacation houses and touristic purposes. In case of a flood resulting 
from a dam-break event, the loss of lives and properties would be disastrous. In this context, 
a number of previous studies were carried out to simulate the flood-wave in the downstream 
area of the dam. Güney et al. [30] carried out an experimental model to simulate the flood-
wave propagation by construction a distorted physical model of Ürkmez Dam with vertical 
and horizontal scales of 1/30 and 1/150, respectively. The model consists of an upstream 
reservoir, dam body, and topographical representation of downstream region. As the model 
represents the topography and the building in the downstream area, the effect of the 
agriculture existence on the flood wave was not covered. Haltas et al. [31] utilized the one-
dimensional hydraulic routing HEC-RAS model to estimate the flood hydrograph generated 
from a partial failure of the dam. Then, a two-dimensional routing model FLOW-2D was 
employed to simulate the spreading of the dam-break flood after the flood wave exits the 
valley. A very recent study - following the work of Güney et al. [30]– was carried out by 
Oguzhan and Aksoy [32]. The study aimed to understand the vegetation effects on the flood 
wave propagation resulting from a dam-break. It was shown that the presence of vegetation 
makes a significant decrease in water depths as the flood wave propagates and considerably 
reduces flooding impact on the downstream settlements. 

The previous research show that dam-break studies have two central tasks: estimating the 
breach flood hydrograph and routing the generated hydrograph along the narrow valley 
downstream of the dam site. However, the flood hydrograph is determined by the breach 
geometry and breach formation time. In the dam break simulation models the user is required 
to estimate the breach geometry and dimensions independently and provide this information 
as input to the simulation model. Therefore, breach geometry prediction depends on personal 
judgments, thus it involves high uncertainty in estimating dam-break flood. To this end, the 
objectives of this study are: (1) to examine the impact of dam-break parameters on maximum 
breaching outflows, (2) to evaluate the effect of each breaching parameter on the resulting 
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flood hydrographs by carrying out a sensitivity analysis, and (3) to generate spatio-temporal 
series of hazard maps to be observed during the propagation of the flood waves to occur from 
varying approaches of dam break prediction, eventually to help decision makers, and 
vulnerable communities in the final end, against the flooding threat and for the sake of 
emergency preparedness. Concerning the targeted objectives in a way this study differs from 
the previous studies, in terms of (1) the consideration of five modelling approaches against 
comparatively different selections of some previous studies toward assessing dam break 
parameters, (2) the use of method-specific breach parameter estimations instead of user 
defined parameter assignments, (3) the consideration of Probable Maximum Flood (PMF) 
based on the computation of Probable Maximum Precipitation (PMP) to represent the worst-
case scenario in hydrologic aspect, (4) the topography mapping based on precise and updated 
Digital Terrain Model (DTM) that represents the dam site downstream accurately by adapting 
the building volumes and other cadastral features onto the Digital Elevation Model (DEM) 
as well as the accurate reservoir geometry definition to allow level pool routing, (5) final 
disposition of hazard map series to aid in decision-making.  

 

2. DAM BREAK PHENOMENON 

2.1. Dam Breach Characteristics 

Dam breaching is a very complex, time-dependent and non–linear mechanism. With the aim 
of avoiding non-linearity of the model, a simplification might be made regarding breach 
shape. Breach shape is usually predefined in the models. A uniform erosion behavior during 
the breaching development time and a constant breach shape are assumed. The breach cross-
section is usually considered to be rectangular, trapezoidal, or triangular. One of the earliest 
research projects conducted by Jonson and Illes [33] by analyzing data from more than 100 
dam breach events concluded that the breach initially develops in a "V" shape with a ratio of 
4:1 or 3:1 wide to deep. While according to De Almeida & Franco [34] the final breach shape 
is trapezoidal, this conclusion is based on collected historical dam failure records. They also 
conclude that, for the earth-fill dams, triangular shape for the breach might be assumed up to 
the time that the breach reaches the base of the embankments. Once the apex of the triangle 
reaches the basement of embankments, the breach propagates forming a trapezoidal shape 
expanding because of the lateral erosion. Another conclusion, from numerous field and 
laboratory experiments conducted within a European Union funded project implemented in 
10 different countries, is that the breach side keeps vertical during the breach growth [35]. 
Unfortunately, records that describe the progress of the breach cross-section with time are 
still unavailable for actual dam break events. The main parameters that define the shape of a 
breach are shown in Figure 1, where, Bb is the breach bottom width (meter), Bavg is the 
average breach width (meter), hb is the breach height (meter), hw is maximum depth of water 
stored behind the breach (meter), Wavg is the average width of dam in direction of flow 
(meter), C is the width of the dam crest (meter), Zd and Zu are the slopes of the downstream 
and upstream faces of the embankment, respectively, and Zb is the side slope of breach. 
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Figure 1 - Dam breach variable definition sketch. [36] 

 

2.2. Breach Development 

To understand the breach development, the progress of the breach in time and space should 
be investigated [37]. Breach initiation time is defined as the time starting from the first 
observable leak (e.g., overtopping, piping, and so forth) that launches warning, evacuation, 
or awareness, and ending when the breach formation phase started [38-39]. Within this stage 
phase (breach initiation), the flow amount is relatively small; and if the leak can be kept under 
control, the dam might not collapse. The phase of breach formation initiates at the moment 
when the dam failure is about to start and continues until when the breach reaches its 
maximum shape. The size of the dam reservoir plays a significant role. For a small capacity 
reservoir, the peak outflow from a dam breach may take place before the breach cross-section 
reaches its maximum shape, simply because of a rapid decline in reservoir water level during 
the breach progress. On the contrary, the peak outflow in the case of dams with a relatively 
large storage pool may occur when the breach fully develops. An initial assumption here is 
that a channel formed on the embankment body is often taken into consideration in all breach 
models. The initial channel determines the starting condition for the breaching progress. If 
no initial channel exists, then the succeeding phases of the breaching process will not happen. 
The fundamental characteristics of the breach channel define further breaching development. 
As the initial channel formation depends on many factors (e.g., flow characteristics, structure 
coverage, and improper/insufficient compaction), it is a difficult task to predict the exact 
initial location of the formed breach channel. 

 

2.2.1. Hydraulics of Flow over the Dam 

The breach flow hydrograph plays a significant role in the evaluation of the flood wave 
characteristics in the downstream regions. The flow through the breach channel can be 
simulated using either orifice equation (at the initial formation phase of piping failure), and 
the weir equation or the one-dimensional Navier-Stokes equation referred to as Saint–Venant 
equations.  

The weir equation that estimates the discharge for the free flow (low tailwater) condition is 
expressed as: 

 𝑄 = 𝐶𝐿𝐻 /  (1) 
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where, Q is the discharge, C (m1/2.s-1) is weir coefficient, L (m) is the weir crest length, and 
H (m) is energy head over the weir crest. In extreme cases, if tailwater arises up to the 
embankment crest, Eq. 1 becomes, 

𝑄 = 𝐶 𝐿𝐻 /  (2) 

where Cs is a coefficient for the submergence effect. 

Attention should be given to the difference between the weir coefficient and the discharge 
coefficient. The weir coefficient is an aggregate parameter that includes the discharge 
coefficient, the gravitational constant, and constants based on geometric properties. 

 𝐶 = 𝐶 2𝑔 (3) 

where Cd again is the dimensionless discharge coefficient [40-41]. 

Empirical Approaches to Dam-Break Analysis 

A group of the most common experimental approaches for forecasting dam breach size and 
breach formation time were applied to evaluate breach parameters for a dam-break event. 
The employed approaches are MacDonald and Langridge-Monopolis [42], Bureau of 
Reclamation [36], Von Thun and Gillette [43], Froehlich [14]; and Xu and Zhang [44]. 
Furthermore, the type of failure, either overtopping or piping, was also examined in the study 
based on the parameters defined in Fig. 1. The empirical methods were formulated based on 
a statistical analysis of the data extracted from documented dam failures. 

To estimate the width of the dam breach recommendations of Singh and Snorrason [45] was 
integrated. Their empirical formula was calculated in the approach based on twenty 
documented dam failure cases. The breach width is a function of only one variable, dam 
height, ranging between twice and five times of the height. Also, according to this study, they 
expressed that the dam failure time varied from a quarter-hour to one hour. 

The study by MacDonald and Langridge‐Monopolis [42], on the other hand, provides two 
sets of equations to accommodate the differences between the types of dams (e.g., earth-fill 
dam or other type dams). In their study, data set of fourty-two dam failure events were 
assessed to develop the regression equation that predicts the breach factors. Eqs. 4 and 5 that 
estimate the volume of eroded material (Ver, m3) are functions of the volume of water that 
passes through the breach (Vout, m3) and water depth (hw, m) in the reservoir at the time of 
failure, for earth-fill dam type and other types, respectively. This study covered a range of 
dams with the height ranging between 4.27 m and 92.96 m and the available water volume 
between 0.0037 and 660.0 (106 m3). For the time of failure, based on the calculated volume 
of material eroded, (tf, hr) Eq. 6 was recommended. 

𝑉𝑒𝑟 = 0.0261(𝑉𝑜𝑢𝑡 ∗ ℎ𝑤) 0.769 (for earthfill dams) (4) 

𝑉𝑒𝑟 = 0.00348(𝑉𝑜𝑢𝑡 ∗ ℎ𝑤) 0.852 (for earth-fill dams with a clay core or rockfill dams) (5) 

𝑡𝑓 = 0.0179(𝑉𝑒𝑟) 0.364 (6) 
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U.S. Department of the Interior, Bureau of Reclamation [36] provided a third approach to 
obtain the width of rectangular breach with respect to depth of the water in the upstream 
reservoir (Eq. 7). This formula can be used as a rule of thumb for choosing the ultimate breach 
width that can be used mostly in the hazard classification studies. This approach suggests 
that the time for breach to develop is around 1% of the breach width (Eq. 8). 

𝐵 = 3 ℎ𝑤  (7) 

𝑡𝑓 = 0.011 B (8) 

The fourth method put forward by Von Thun and Gillette [43] used the data obtained from 
fifty-seven historically recorded dam failure cases that were previously studied by both 
Froehlich [46] and MacDonald & Langridge-Monopolid [42] to recommend a relationship 
for predicting average breach width, 𝐵𝑎𝑣𝑔. In the relationship, Eq. 9, 𝐵𝑎𝑣𝑔 is a function of 
reservoir water depth (hw, m) and the coefficient (Cb, m). the data covered a range of where 
Vout (106 m3) between 0.027 and 660 and height of dams (hd, m) between 3.66 and 92.96. 
Besides, Von Thun and Gillette [43] stated that the majority of dams (89 %) have hd less than 
30 m and Vout less than 25 (106 m3). The Cb values were directly related to the reservoir size 
and varied from 6.1 m for relatively small reservoirs to 54.9 m for large sized reservoirs. 

𝐵𝑎𝑣𝑔 = 2.5 ℎ𝑤 + 𝐶b (9) 

In addition to the developed relationship, it was also recommended to use 1H:1V breach 
slope side except for the dams with cohesive coresfor which a ratio of 1H:2V or even 1H:3V 
may be more suitable. Regarding to the breach formation time, the approach provides two set 
of equations based on the dam fill material Eqs. 10 through 13. 

𝑡𝑓 = 0.02 ℎ𝑤 +0.25 (erosion resistive material) (10) 

𝑡𝑓 = 0.015 ℎ𝑤 (easily erodible) (11) 

Breach development time as a function of (hw and Bavg):  

𝑡 =  (erosion resistive material) (12) 

𝑡 =
.

 (highly erodible) (13) 

The next approach investigated in the present study was originally developed by Froehlich 
[14] and exemplifies one of the most recent studies on dam breach. The study is seemingly 
an enhancement of one of his previous studies (Froehlich, 1987) covering a larger number of 
documented dam breach cases. The study states that in the case of overtopping type failure, 
the side slope ratio is 1H:1V, while for the piping or seepage failure the side slope ratio is 
0.7H:1V. 
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Froehlich’s suggested the following relationship (Eq. 14) for the average width of the breach 
(Bavg, m),  

𝐵 = 0.27 𝐾  𝑉   .  ℎ  .  (14) 

where, 𝐾𝑜 = 1.3 for overtopping, and 𝐾𝑜 = 1.0 for other failure modes. The equation below 
considers that the breach formation time is directly proportional to reservoir volume (Vw, 
m3) and inversely proportional to the breach height (hb, m) (Eq. 15). 

𝑡 = 63.2 
 

 (15) 

In the last approach, considered in the present work, by Xu and Zhang [44], analyses were 
performed using a wide range of historically documented dam failure cases – 182 earth and 
rockfill dams from both U.S and China. However, due to data limitations their final formulas 
were developed using a relatively smaller subset (75 dams) of those dam break cases. The 
ranges of hd and Vout used in the study are very similar to the ranges that were used by Von 
Thun and Gillette [43] (i.e., 3.2 m ≤ hd ≤ 92 m; and 0.105 × 106 m3 ≤ Vout ≤ 660 × 106 m3). 
However, in this study most dams (around 80 %) have heights less than 30 m and Vout less 
than 25×106 m3.  They also, developed an equation (Eq. 16) to calculate the average breach 
width (Bavg, m). 

= 0.787 
.  / .

𝑒  (16) 

where, hr is 15 meters, which is the reference height used to distinguish between small and 
large dams, B3 is the coefficient that depends on dam properties and equal to the summation 
of b3, b4, and b5; b3 is -0.226 for homogenous/zoned-fill, b4 is equal to -0.389 and 0.149 for 
piping and overtopping, respectively, and b5 represents the effect of erodibility of the dam 
(e.g., Ürkmez dam was considered to be medium erodible with b5 = -0.14) 

Unilke the previous methods, Xu & Zhang [44] method does not estimate the side slopes of 
the breach. Alternatively, the method calculates the top width of the breach (BT, m) through 
Eq. 17 that governs the relationship between the breach top width and the height of the final 
breach. 

= 1.062 
.  / .

𝑒( ) (17) 

where b3 is -0.089 for homogenous/zoned-fill, b4 is equal to -0.239 and 0.299 for piping and 
overtopping, respectively; and b5 is -0.062 for medium erodible dam. 

All of the equations above help to estimate the breach geometry parameters suggested by the 
different approaches of earlier studies which then serve as input for hydraulic modelling.  
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3. METHODS 

In the presented study, five of the most popular experimental approaches for predicting dam 
breach characteristics (e.g., dam breach size and breach formation time) were employed to 
estimate breach parameters for the Ürkmez Dam. The study site of Ürkmez Dam was selected 
as it is in a touristic region with the residential area right on the dam downstream (Fig. 2). It 
is located 3 km north of Ürkmez township in the province of İzmir in Turkey. The dam was 
built to supply drinking water and provide irrigation. The General Directorate for State 
Hydraulic Works (DSI) completed the construction in 1990 and the dam started with the 
irrigation function. In 2004, a municipal water treatment plant was built and started 
functioning. 

The breach modelling techniques were formulated from the statistical analysis of data derived 
from the recorded dam failures of a wide range of dam sizes. These approaches were used to 
estimate Ürkmez Dam breach characteristics subjected to numerous scenarios of failure mode 
type (e.g., overtopping and piping) with varying ranges of initial upstream reservoir water 
levels. A decreasing interval of 2 m - from the maximum upstream reservoir storage level 
(48 m a.s.l.), were studied for these methods. The centerline of the dam was assumed to be 
the dam breach location for both piping and overtopping failure types. As the weir and piping 
coefficients for the earthen sand and gravel type of dams (similar to the Ürkmez Dam case) 
are recommended to be between 2.6 and 3.0 in case of overtopping mode, and 0.5 to 0.6 in 
piping failure mode [1], these coefficients were set to be as 2.8 and 0.55, for overtopping and 
piping failure modes, respectively. In the case of piping failure mode, the breach start level 
though piping was considered to be at the level equal to the half of the water height in the 
reservoir (hw/2). 

 

Figure 2 - Ürkmez Dam Location Map 
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The Probable Maximum Precipitation (PMP) was calculated using [47] statistical method 
based on the annual maximum precipitation observations for 67 years in the period 1938-
2015. The Probable Maximum Flood (PMF) hydrograph generated from the PMP was used 
as input hydrograph feeding the HEC-RAS 5.0.7 hydraulic model. Since the topography of 
upstream reservoir was modeled accurately, the level pool routing method was used 
conveniently. The study area was modelled using inline structure to present the dam body, a 
storage area to model the upstream reservoir and a continuous 2-dimensional mesh with 20-
meter resolution to model the downstream area, while a 1-meter mesh resolution was used in 
representing the river and spillway centerlines. The main riverbed was assumed to be the 
breach final bottom elevation. The Saint-Venant full-momentum set of equations were used 
to determine the flood hydrograph produced by a dam breach for each scenario setting.  

 
4. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

4.1. Maximum Discharge and Time of its Occurrence 

The resulting flood hydrograph associated with dam-break in the case of Ürkmez Dam was 
calculated by using the Saint-Venant full momentum set of equations in HEC-RAS 5.0.7 with 
a different initial reservoir level for five different empirical approaches for both overtopping 
and piping failure modes as shown in Table 1. The flood hydrographs were  
 

Table 1 - Maximum discharge & Time to peak discharge for all scenarios 

Approach Variable Unit 
Failure 
Type 

Initial Reservoir Level (m) 

48.0 46.0 44.0 42.0 40.0 

U
S

B
R

 

Qp (103 m3/s) 

O
ve

r
to

p.
 5.85 5.89 5.91 5.92 5.93 

Tp min. 23.05 22.92 22.88 22.90 22.95 

Qp (103 m3/s) 

Pi
pi ng
 4.87 4.92 4.95 4.97 4.98 

Tp min. 25.05 24.82 24.93 27.88 25.02 

V
on

 T
hu

n 
&

 G
ill

et
te

 

E
q.

 
(1

0)
 Qp (103 m3/s) 

O
ve

rt
op

pi
ng

 7.64 7.69 7.71 7.72 7.72 

Tp (min.) 16.05 15.83 15.88 15.92 16.02 

E
q.

 
(1

2)
 Qp (103 m3/s) 7.37 7.41 7.44 7.44 7.45 

Tp (min.) 18.00 17.87 17.88 17.93 17.59 

M
ac

D
on

al
d 

&
 

M
on

op
ol

is
 Qp (103 m3/s) 

O
ve

r
to

p.
 2.90 2.98 3.00 3.02 3.03 

Tp min. 64.00 64.82 64.88 63.90 63.95 

Qp (103 m3/s) 

Pi
pi ng
 2.73 2.78 2.81 2.85 2.85 

Tp min. 64.02 61.82 61.88 61.90 61.98 

X
u

 &
 

Z
h

an
g 

Qp (103 m3/s) 

O
ve

r
to

p.
 3.75 3.82 3.87 3.89 3.91 

Tp min. 56.12 55.83 54.88 55.90 54.97 

Qp (103 m3/s) 

Pi
pi ng
 2.88 2.94 2.98 3.00 3.02 

Tp min. 65.08 64.83 64.88 64.93 64.95 
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obtained at a point immediately after the downstream face of the dam. Here, slight increases 
are observed in the outflow hydrograph peak quantities in a pattern inversely proportional 
with the initial reservoir levels. The rationale behind this is that the dam becomes subject to 
different rates of inflow (observed from the PMF hydrograph) as the time passes from the 
initial reservoir water elevation. Indeed, higher rates of flow will have been accessed at the 
breach formation time in the case of lower initial reservoir elevations so that longer time will 
be required to allow the breach process to initiate (also considering the additional time for 
the full development of breach geometry on top of the breach start through the gradual 
development of breach geometry). As shown in Figs. 3a and 3b, the overtopping failure type 
has also a tendency to provide higher peak discharge value than the piping failure type. It 
was observed also that, Von Thun & Gillette approach (Eq. 12), which estimates the breach 
development time as a function of hw and Bavg, provides time to peak longer than the one 
obtained by Eq. 10 (i.e., time to peak as function of hw). Besides, the peak discharge obtained 
using (tf) from Eq. 12 is always less than the peak quantity obtained through using (tf) from 
Eq. 10. 

 

  

Figure 3 - a) Flood hydrographs when reservoir elevation is at 48 m a.s.l. for all 
approaches for Overtopping failure mode, b) Flood hydrographs when reservoir elevation 

is at 48 m a.s.l. for all approaches for piping failure mode 

 

4.2. Failure Mode Impact on Flood Hydrographs 

With the aim of examining the effect of failure type on the resulting hydrograph. Firstly, the 
geometry of the breach for all the approaches were predicted for the maximum reservoir level 
for both overtopping and piping failure mode (Figs. 3a, 3b). Figs. 3a, and 3b clearly reveal 
that, for the same reservoir level (i.e.,48 m), there are two differentiated sets of hydrograph 
patterns that are associated with the different methods applied. The first set of hydrographs 
has the highest amplitudes with higher discharge peaks that resulted in less times to peaks as 
well as the lower base times. The hydrographs of this first pattern were calculated by using 
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Von Thun & Gillette, USBR, and Froehlich approaches. Xu & Zhang and MacDonald & 
Monopolis prediction approaches established the second set of hydrographs which are 
characterized by relatively longer times to peak discharges (and longer base times) and 
approximately halved peak values with respect to the former group values. This pattern 
remains the same for both overtopping and piping failure types. Besides, while Xu & Zhang 
approach provides a higher peak value (e.g., +22.5 %) in the overtopping failure mode than 
MacDonald & Monopolis method, its peak attenuates to become nearly at the same level with 
MacDonald & Monopolis method for the piping mode. Secondly, the effect of failure mode 
was also investigated by varying the initial water level for the upstream reservoir (e.g., 40 m, 
42 m, 44 m, 46 m, and 48 m). 

 

Figure 4 - Flood hydrographs for different initial water levels (I.W.L) using (a) Froehlich 
approach, (b) MacDonald & Monopolis approach, (c) Von Thun & Gillette (Eq. 10) 

approach for overtopping failure modes, and (d) Froehlich approach, (e) MacDonald & 
Monopolis approach, and (f) Von Thun & Gillette (Eq. 10) approach for piping failure 

modes. 

 

Figs. 4a to 4c show that a very minimal change was observed when varying the initial water 
level for the overtopping failure mode, where, the breach trigger at elevation 48.0 m. Figs. 
4d to 4f illustrate the flood hydrographs that were generated using piping failure modes (for 
piping to start at the half of the water height in the reservoir above the reservoir bottom 
elevation (Zb) of 18 m; i.e., Zb + hw/2) against the initial water level (I.W.L) assumption of 
38 m. (e.g., the piping breach elevation of 33.0 m is computed for the breach trigger 
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consideration at the reservoir water level of 48.0 m that corresponds to 30.0 m reservoir water 
depth (hw) above Zb). It is also apparent from the graphs of the piping mode that the time to 
peak evolved gradually for the Frohlich hydrographs for varying initial water levels 
associated with corresponding piping start levels, while in the latter two, the changing input 
variables for inducing the piping did not make significant effect on the peak arrival time. 

 

4.3. Sensitivity Analysis 

With the aim to investigate which parameter of dam breach has more influence on the result, 
a sensitivity analysis was applied by using the Froehlich (2008) [14] approach with the 
overtopping failure type and dam maximum operating water elevation at 48 m a.s.l. To 
determine the controlling parameter, the breach formation time (tf), the average breach width 
(Bavg), and side slope (Zb) were increased by 25 %, 50 %, 75 % and 100 % and then reduced 
by 25 %, 50 % and 75 %, respectively. The resulting flood hydrographs directly at the 
downstream side of the dam were estimated for each individual case. The sensitivity analysis 
for Bavg clearly shows that an increase of breach width by a constant percentage tends to 
increase the maximum discharge value and at the same time decrease Tp and vice versa. As 
Figs. 5a and 5b reveal, doubling the value of Bavg leads to an increase in the maximum 
discharge value by 34 % while dropping the time to peak up to 50 %. 

  

Figure 5 - a) Flood hydrographs for different Bavg values at dam site, and b) percent 
change in Qp and Tp with Bavg 

 

Apparently, no remarkable variation was distinguished in time to peak and a minor difference 
in peak discharge value with respect to the corresponding changes in breach side slopes. 
Although, adjusting the breach side slope leads to a change in breach cross-section area, 
decreasing the breach side slope by 75 % led to change by 0.0 % and -15 % in time to peak 
and peak discharge, respectively. Therefore, the breach side slope effect in the case of 
Ürkmez dam can be considered negligible, as Figs. 6a and 6b indicate. 
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The results obtained by varying the time of breach formation - with standardization of all 
other parameters (e.g., average breach width (Bavg) and side slope (Zb) of the breach cross-
section) - suggest that maximum discharge value, Qp and the time of peak discharge, Tp are 
significantly sensitive to the change in time for the breach to fully develop. As Table 2, Figs. 
7a and 7b suggest, increasing the breach formation time by 50 %, from 0.55 hr to 0.83 hr, led 
to a decrease in Qp by 23.18 % and an increase in Tp by 46.44 %. Nevertheless, declining 
breach formation time by 50 %, from 0.55 hr to 0.14 hr, led to an increase in Qp by 32 % 
while Tp was halved. 

  

Figure 6 - a) Flood hydrographs for different Zb values at the dam site, and b) percent 
change in Qp and Tp against varying Zb. 

 

Table 2 - The maximum discharge and time to the maximum values against varying breach 
formation times 

tf (hr) tf dif. (%) Qp (103 m3/s) Qp dif. (%) Tp (min) Tp dif (%) Note 

1.10 tf +100% 4.17 -39.33 53.07 88.86 

Increased 

tf 

0.96 tf +75% 4.66 -32.24 47.15 67.79 

0.83 tf +50% 5.29 -23.18 41.15 46.44 

0.69 tf +25% 6.04 -12.25 35.08 24.84 

0.55 tf +0% 6.88 0.00 28.10 0.00 Original tf 

0.41 tf -25% 7.87 14.32 21.13 -24.80 
Decreased 

tf 
0.28 tf -50% 9.08 31.97 14.08 -49.89 

0.14 tf -75% 10.77 56.57 8.07 -71.28 
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Figure 7 - a) Flood hydrographs for different tf at the dam site, and b) percent change in 
Qp and Tp with respect to tf. 

 

The results from the sensitivity analysis in the current study help reveal that the breach side 
slope has no significant impact on neither the peak discharge arrival time nor the peak 
discharge value itself. Nevertheless, the outflow hydrograph is remarkably sensitive to the 
breach width and is extremely sensitive to the breach formation time. These findings that 
resulted from the disconnected study on a site with varied dam characteristics and topography 
features as such proved to be in a reconfirmed agreement with the previous studies on the 
same subject in support of the sensitivity aspects of the breach parameters (e.g., [6], [38], 
[48-50]). 

 

4.4. Flood Inundation and Hazard Mapping 

The main objective of flood hazard mapping is to identify areas under the risk of flooding, 
and thus to contribute to both flood risk management and the post-disaster recovery planning. 
Dam break connected flood hazard maps typically unveil the expected flood extent, depth, 
and velocity characteristics in the downstream. In the case of dam break flood mapping, flood 
hazard can vary significantly across both the temporal and spatial scales, particularly with a 
combined impact of flood velocity and depth.  

U.S. Bureau of Reclamation (1988) provides guidance (Downstream Hazard Classification 
Guideline [36] to evaluate the fluctuating degrees of flood hazard that occurs across a 
floodplain. For the scope of this study, a classification for possible hazard for adults, 
considered to be over 150 cm tall and weighing over 54 kg [36], is mainly carried out based 
on the flood danger relationship with depth and velocity. The classification scheme produces 
three hazard levels (through high-danger zone, judgment/transition zone, and low-danger 
zone definitions). In the context of the presented study, a comparison between the hazard 
inundation mapping produced by using the Froehlich [14] (Fig. 8) and MacDonald & 
Monopolis [42] methods (Fig. 9) both for overtopping breach types were provided since these 
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literature sources yielded notably dissimilar results for both the time to peak and the peak 
discharge quantities as clearly shown in Fig. 3a. Figs. 8 and 9 show the temporal series of 
flood hazard mapping that covered an area of 5 km2 downstream of the dam. It is worth to 
note here that the resulting hazard zones associate with the probable maximum event that 
may be experienced in the case study, though there may be other studies that deal with the 
flood issue in different aspects. Differing from the main objective of sensitivity analysis, 
some relate to the modeling and validation of an actual flood event experience (e.g., [10], 
[15], [24]) while some others more consider scenario analyses (e.g., [19]). 

 

 
Figure 8 - The Spatio-temporal change in water extent and hazard classification using 

Froehlich [14] method after a) 15 min, b) 25 min, c) 35 min, d) 60 min. 
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Figure 9 - The Spatio-temporal change in water extent and hazard classification using 
MacDonald & Monopolis [51] method after a) 15 min, b) 25 min, c) 35 min, d) 60 min. 

 

5. CONCLUSIONS 

This study explored the consequences of a hypothetical dam failure in the case of an 
embankment dam with a built-up downstream area of 5 km2. The HEC-RAS two-dimensional 
hydrodynamic model was used to simulate dam failure and propagation of the flood wave for 
extensive set of scenarios (96 in total varying with respect to initial conditions and breach 
formation characteristics). Scenarios were practiced testing the varying impacts of 
overtopping and piping failure modes. Besides, 5 initial reservoir levels (e.g., 48 m, 46 m, 44 
m, 42 m and 40 m a.s.l) were studied in each approach. A very sensitive DTM was developed 
as well as the worst-case scenario was studied by considering the PMF hydrograph as input 
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for the hydraulic model. The differences in the hydraulic model predictions caused by 
alternating the initial conditions were analyzed. A sensitivity analysis on the breaching 
parameters was mainly performed. The study investigated flooding impacts based on the 
flood hydrographs resulting from dam break phenomenon. A series of breach prediction 
methods that commonly appeared in relevant scientific literature were employed in the case 
study. 

Based on comparisons with an observational judgment among all the methods employed in 
the study, the USBR and Von Thun & Gillette approaches estimated the highest peaks and 
the lowest times to corresponding peaks, Froehlich (2008) method provided moderate outputs 
for the both quantities (peak discharge and peak time) while the lowest peaks against delayed 
peak arrival times were estimated through the MacDonald & Langridge‐Monopolis and Xu 
& Zhang equations. In general, the piping failure modes that were simulated in all empirical 
approaches tend to give lower peak flood discharges in comparison to the overtopping failure 
mode as expected. 

The sensitivity analysis points out that both the peak discharge and the peak arrival time (i.e., 
time to peak) show great sensitivity to the breach full development time (tf) parameter (even 
following an almost identity line relationship with Tp) and again a considerable sensitivity to 
the breach width (Bavg) parameter. Besides, the results provided strong indication to infer that 
the breach side slope (Zb) does not affect the time to peak discharge at all, even though its 
negligible impact on the evolution of the peak discharge may still be observed. 

Concerning the targeted study area, the obtained results show that the case study area, 
Ürkmez reservoir, represents a significant threat to downstream areas in a probable event of 
dam break; as indicated by the hazard maps; greater portion of the inundated area is subject 
to high-danger hazard level in around 30 mins after the break event. 

The obtained results provide decision makers, urban & emergency planners, and vulnerable 
communities in the end, to help formulate evacuation procedures and to consider an adapted 
site planning in the areas especially associated with high and intermediate (transition) hazard 
levels. The presented work is targeted to provide a contribution to the field of dam break 
studies in its tailored context with the use of method-specific breach parameter estimations 
instead of user defined assignments (i.e., through the suggestions of the methods themselves) 
when investigating the sensitivity of the parameters governing the outflow discharge 
characteristics. 
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